SBS Corp partners with Dassault Systèmes to deliver
digital transformation solutions for the Indian
manufacturing sector
Hyderabad, India – April 13, 2021 –SBS Corp, a global IT product solution and consulting
company, headquartered in Hyderabad with offices in Houston, USA and UK, and a value
added reseller for Dassault Systèmes, will provide Dassault Systemes’ DELMIA applications
powered by the 3DEXPERIENCE platform to large, small and medium-sized companies in the
manufacturing sector in India. These solutions can fuel the digital transformation of
manufacturing companies in domains of manufacturing execution system (MES),
manufacturing operations management (MOM) and digital manufacturing across industrial
equipment, aerospace & defence, transportation & mobility, consumer packaged goods and
retail industries.
SBS Corp’s core offering for Indian manufacturing companies is the MOM solution- MDSLite,
built on top of DELMIA Apriso applications, that will help discrete manufacturers with visibility
and control across the enterprise manufacturing operations and supply chain and helping
them drive global best practices and continuous improvement while maximizing asset
utilization. The MDSLite solution is implementable (Start to Run) in 8 weeks, covering 80% of
the MOM functionality at 20% of the cost. These solutions will enable manufacturers to
overcome the challenges they face on the factory floor and help them adopt the new norms
and methodologies of digital factories and be ready for Industry 4.0.
Niranjan Reddy, Co- Founder and Executive Partner, SBS Corp said, “Manufacturers in India
need to adopt an “Any Product, Any Plant” strategy to win in today’s globally competitive
marketplace. This is enabled by four core elements of the MDS Lite solution- execution core,
planning and optimization core, machine and system integration core and manufacturing
intelligence, analytics and reports. We have the experience of working with Dassault
Systèmes in North America and with trained resources on the domain of MOM we not only
have the expertise in designing solutions for digital transformation in India but implementing
and maintaining them as well.”
Dassault Systèmes’ DELMIA Apriso Global Manufacturing applications enable global
management of processes, performance, and visibility, magnifying the impact of operational
improvements across the whole enterprise. With DELMIA Ortems advanced planning
software, manufacturing companies will be able to quickly identify bottlenecks, rapidly
schedule modifications, and what-if simulations while simultaneously managing complex
production runs or long cycle times. With the 3DEXPERIENCE DELMIA application,

manufacturers will be able to create digital models that virtually simulate products,
processes, and factory operations.
*****
About SBS Corp
Founded in 2005, SBS Corp is a professional IT product solution and consulting company based out of California.
SBS offers unique implementation services for manufacturing technology products out of offices in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia-Pacific. The company specializes in providing ERP, SCM, PLM and MOM solutions. SBS supports
customers across the globe in selecting, implementing and maintaining business-appropriate PLM, ERP and
MOM solutions to maintain digital continuity. SBS Corp’s mission is to help customers manage and transform
their businesses through high-quality, economic and efficient consulting services using innovative leading-edge
technologies.

